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Over the past half a decade, since its inception, Fostiima Business School has steadily climbed the
ladder of success. Just four batches old, today, it is ranked among the best business schools in the
country and in North India.

Headed by the Chairman, Mr. Jaithirth (Jerry) Rao, and the Director, Mr. Kamal Sharma, Fostiima
Business School imparts quality MBA education to its students with specializations in Marketing
Management and Control, Financial Management and Control, International Business, and Human
Resource Management. In addition to that, it also offers two years part time Executive MBA
Program with specializations in Marketing, Finance and HR. This program is specially designed
keeping in mind professional managers and executives who want to accelerate their career growth.	

Fostiima  Business School is driven by its mission to prepare young managers to face the
challenges on international platform by maintaining excellent standards of education, ethics,
integrity and discipline. This involves inculcation of the spirit of teamwork, enriched work culture,
personality development, and effective interpersonal communication. To  help achieve this mission,
Fostiima Business School is driven by its guiding principles.

The Fostiima management encourages frequent contact between its students and faculties. Such
interactions, when done on a regular basis develops mutual trust between them and the students
get the right guidance that helps them to deal with high levels of stress.

A famous proverb states â€œTwo heads are better than oneâ€•. Fostiima Business School aims to apply
that in its curriculum. It believes that when students sit together in a huddle and discuss notes,
topics, ideas, case studies, etc. the cumulative effort that is put in benefits everyone because
various ideas and opinions tend to come up.

Furthermore, Fostiima Business School encourages active learning and respecting diverse talents.
It encourages its students to think about what they have learnt, relate it to past experiences, and
apply it to their daily lives. Also, it considers that every student is unique in his own way. Therefore,
they are encouraged to learn in ways that suits them the best.

The Fostiima Management believes in giving prompt feedback to its students. The feedback acts as
a kind of benchmark for the students through which they can evaluate their performances. This way,
they can themselves figure out what they have learnt and what they need to learn further.   	

Fostiima Business School also lays immense emphasis on efficient time management and
communicating high expectations. It always tries to be very much transparent with its students
regarding what is expected from them

Lastly, Fostiima management tries to send across a very clear message that the students have to
be prepared for very rigorous work. They have to be prepared to spend 100 hours every week on
classes, tutorials, workshops, seminars, etc. to achieve excellence.

Remember. Smart work and hard study is the surest way to a rewarding career.
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